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Wednesday, 8 November
Women in Business Lunch & 
Learn - Marketing
McCracken Convention Centre, 
Victor Harbor 12.30-3pm
Entrepreneur & transformational 
educator Rosemary Killip presents 
another Women in Business Active 
Lunch & Learn, this time focusing 
on marketing.  Two special guests 
will be joining her to speak about 
Facebook and LinkedIn, among 
other marketing opportunities.
Bookings: Eventbrite.com.au

n n n

Thursday, 9 November
Oaks Day luncheon
Eat @ Whalers, Encounter Bay 
11.30am for 12noon start
Proceeds aid Women’s & Children’s 
Hospital Foundation to build a family 
home at Encounter Bay.  Enjoy 
bubbles, two-course meal, share 
platters.  Prizes for best dressed, best 
fascinator and most flamboyant. 
Charity auction to be held.
Bookings: Phone 8552 4400 or email 
eat@whalers.com.au

Saturday, 18 November
Art & Aroma - Colour in your 
Life
Victor Harbor CWA Hall, Crozier Rd, 
Victor Harbor.  10am-4pm
Liz Gauci Art Therapist and Marlena 
Bloomfield Wellness Advocate 
doTERRA (one of our supporters)
present a workshop aimed at 
Exploring SELF.  Participants will be 
exploring self knowledge.  Inquiries 
to Marlena 0413 468 521.
Bookings: Eventbrite.com.au.

n n n

Monday, 20 November
Women in Business Regional 
Network Lunch
Victor Harbor Yacht Club, 12.30pm
Come along and network with 
other local women in business in a 
supportive, fun atmosphere. 
Here’s a chance to pick up a 
few tips to assist you with your 
business.  We’ll also be trying to 
better connect people who need 
to access services, help, advice or 
support from others.
Bookings: Eventbrite.com.au.

For your diary ...

Got an idea for the next newsletter?
The Women in Business Regional Network welcomes contributions 
to its regular newsletter.  Please note that publication of these will 
always be subject to editor’s discretion.  Your contributions can be 
submitted via email to network@wibnetwork.com.au.  To discuss 
suggestions for inclusions in the newsletter please phone the 
network founder, Carolyn Jeffrey, on 0435 432 203.  NB: Priority will 
always be given to contributions from financial members.

NETWORK LAUNCH:
Women rush to join new network.  
Find out why and how 
you can be a part of 
the organisation too. 4-5

ROSIE REVS US UP:
NZ entrepreneur Rosemary Killip is 
giving renewed 
energy to women in 
business in SA. 6-7

MEET THE FOUNDER:
Carolyn Jeffrey talks about her 
history and the reasons why she 
founded the Women in 
Business Regional Network. 3

BREAK THE RULES:
Cafe owner Lisa Jamieson tells us 
why breaking the rules has been 
the key to her 
business’ revitalisation. 10-11

TIME MANAGEMENT:
Women in business share some 
of their tips for better time 
management and less 
stress in our lives. 8

It has been a whirlwind month 
or so for me as I whiled away at 
my existing business and worked 

on the launch of the Women in 
Business Regional Network.  I was 
quite overwhelmed and excited by 
the support the network and I have 
received and am looking forward 
to seeing the possibilities develop 
for women in business in regional 
areas and those who become 
involved in the organisation.  Already 
we have seen connections and 
collaborations starting to develop, 
training opportunities emerge and get 
delivered to assist women in business 
and some valuable friendships and 
networking commenced.  I’m sure 
there will be many more to come.

In a business sense I’ve been privy 
to some sad stories of late – people 
who have had to say “goodbye” to 
their businesses because, quite frankly, 
they didn’t get help soon enough; 
others who have found themselves 
victims of technological ignorance 
that have cost them dearly; and 
some who have simply burned out 
because they didn’t realise they had 
options.  All of these sad stories (from 
both men and women), further point 
to the need to create support and 
learning opportunities to assist people 
in business … but let’s start with the 
women in regional areas first.

Already women are starting 
to identify needs that can be 
addressed.  One need that appears 
to be emerging is that of mentoring 
opportunities for those considering 
starting a business but perhaps don’t 
even have the idea of their business 
fully fleshed out.  It’s clear we have 
much expertise within regional 
women in business and I’m hopeful 
such a program can be developed.  
The flurry of time management tips 
and the obvious willingness from 
those attending our launch function 
gave a clear indication that women 
in business are keen to help other 
women in business, which augurs well 
for a great future.  I look forward to 
working to help facilitate 
this future. 

Exciting times 
ahead for women 
in regional areas

ACROSS MY DESK

Carolyn Jeffrey
Women in Business Regional 
Network founder



For Women in Business Regional 
Network founder Carolyn Jeffrey 
becoming an entrepreneur was 

an escape, but the chance to also 
continue to further her passion for 
helping others.

Having spent almost 30 years 
working in the media as a journalist, 
editor and manager, Carolyn turned 
her back on her career in 2011 amid 
concerns that she could no longer 
deliver for her community.

Today she has two successful 
businesses CJ’s Business Solutions 
(offering a wide range of solutions 
for business including virtual PA 
services, websites, marketing, typing, 
event management and more) and 
Yorke Peninsula Connect, an online 
directory for the Yorke Peninsula 
region.

“I entered journalism at the age 
of 17 because I wanted to make a 
difference, but at 44, and with the 
changing media industry, I felt I could 
no longer do that while remaining as 
an employee,” she recalls.

“It was a huge step to leap from the 
industry that had consumed my life 
with many long hours, days and the 
odd mental breakdown along the 
way.”

For three months she dabbled as 
an employee in another business, 
property management and 
administration, but then made the 
leap into founding her first business 
CJ’s Business Solutions in Victor 
Harbor.

“I took the time to list all my skills and 
attributes and then setup a business 
that reflected them,” Carolyn said.

“I didn’t have all the skills I needed 
to make it happen, so I set about 
learning more online such as basic 
bookkeeping, website building and 
SEO principles. 

“I was very fortunate to have been 
so well-known through my years 
running The Times newspaper in Victor 
Harbor, so finding my first clients 
wasn’t too hard.  And, I’m pleased to 
say I still have my first client, some six 
years later.

“Although it certainly helps pay the 
bills, for me the greatest reward is the 
fact that I can make a difference 
for my clients … and they are very 
appreciative of the help they 
receive.”

Her business has been operating 
continuously since, although Carolyn 
did get lured back into employment 
for a couple of years at a local hire 
company.

In addition to CJ’s Business Solutions, 
Carolyn has also founded her own 
online directory on Yorke Peninsula – 
Yorke Peninsula Connect which takes 
her away about once a month.  She 
has recently employed another local 
Alana Bracken.

“With a client list of about 50 my 
biggest challenge is juggling their 
needs, personal time for myself and 
my desire to be super responsive to 
the clients’ needs.

“Self-discipline is the key; blocking 
out time in my diary for individual 
clients and trying to stick with that.

“I’m not always good at that and 
often find myself slipping into bad 
habits of not blocking out time for 
myself.  I think that’s a challenge 
that we all face when we’re juggling 
clients, families, friends and our own 
needs.”

She is excited about the Women 
in Business Regional Network as she 
believes it will provide the opportunity 
for her to assist women in business in 
regional areas of the state.

“I’m looking forward to being able 
to connect women with others who 
can assist them in their business 
journey, to create support networks, 
provide training opportunities and, 
of course, to enjoy some laughs and 
fellowship along the way,” Carolyn 
said.

“I’ve found women in business seem 
to demonstrate a willingness to offer 
assistance to their ‘sisters in business’ 
and think we should make the most of 
the opportunities this can provide.

“I was also fortunate to have 
received some high quality 
training over the years through my 
employment with Rural Press and later 
Fairfax Media.  

“Not everyone has had that same 
opportunity, so I feel privileged 
and would love to share some of 
that learning with others who may 
benefit.”

Meet the WiB Network founder...

Lessons to share
•Always have a plan - It helps you 
make decisions with a clearer mind 
- whether you are faced with crisis 
or not.  It gives you the chance to 
make well-considered decisions 
even when you have no time to 
consider your options.  Revisit your 
plan often.
•Use a diary - I prefer paper and 
electronic and always use pencil 
rather than pen in the paper version.  
Carry it with you always and use it for 
notes, reminders and appointments. 
It’s just one (or 100) less things you 
will have to keep in your head.
•Remember you’re human - Never 
forget this and don’t be too hard 
on yourself when things don’t go 
smoothly if you’ve stuffed up or you 
simply aren’t up to the challenge 
you thought you were.  And, if 
you’ve stuffed up, take time to learn 
from the experience and move on.

Women in Business Regional Network founder Carolyn Jeffrey (right) 
with illustrator Jenette Hewitt and author Jen Suggate at the launch of 

Harry’s Big Day Out which Carolyn helped produce.
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The Women in Business 
Regional Network was 
officially launched on 

Wednesday, October 25 
at the Hotel Victor in Victor 
Harbor.

A total of 24 women 
were in attendance, but 
many others had sent their 
apologies due to date 
clashes and others had 
sent their well wishes for the 
success of the organisation.

The organisation was 
established following 
a successful Women in 
Business Lunch and Learn 
function at McCracken 
Convention Centre in Victor 
Harbor on September 13, 
organised by international 
entrepreneur and 
transformational educator, 
Rosemary Killip.

That luncheon was 
believed to have been 
the first of its kind held 
in Victor Harbor and it 
was clear from those in 
attendance that there was 
a desire and a need for the 
establishment of a network 
of women in business to 
support women in business.

Enter network founder 
Carolyn Jeffrey, of CJ’s 
Business Solutions Victor 
Harbor, who had been 
engaged by Rosemary 
to organise her Australian 
functions and promotions.

At the launch function 
Carolyn outlined the 
philosophies of the new 
organisation and also the 
roles and responsibilities of 

both the Women in Business 
Regional Network and its 
members.

“Essentially the 
organisation has been 
set up to facilitate regular 
networking and learning 
opportunities for women in 
business in regional areas,” 
she explained.

“And, because I recognise 
people are busy with their 
businesses, families and a 
range of other community 
responsibilities, the network 
won’t require women to be 
on a committee, attend 
regular meetings, nor be 
involved in fundraising 
activities.

“Aside from becoming a 
financial member, women 
will simply be asked to be 
actively involved in assisting 
other women in business in 

regional areas in a positive, 
supportive manner.”

Members of the new 
network will receive a 
regular newsletter (the early 
ones will be distributed to 
non-members too), access 
to a secure Facebook 
group, discounts and 
opportunities to attend 
learning opportunities, 
promotional opportunities 
through the network’s 
website www.wibnetwork.
com.au and discounted 
advertising opportunities 
through the network too.

“I’m excited by some 
of the collaborations I’ve 
already seen taking place 
as a result of the renewed 
opportunities being offered 
for women in business 
locally to connect,” 
Carolyn said.

“Some of the success 
stories we’ve seen are 
small training workshops 
being developed and 
delivered to cater for a 
specific need, a local 
business making inroads to 
finding a more established 
‘home’ for their operation 
and collaboration 
between businesses to 
ensure improved services 
are available locally to 
business.”

Although the organisation 
has been founded in Victor 
Harbor there has already 
been interest shown in 
taking it further afield.

“One of the dreams is 
to establish networks in 
regional areas outside 
of the Fleurieu Peninsula 
too so it creates further 
networking, support and 
collaboration opportunities 
for women in business in 
regional areas.

“I’ve been quite 
heartened by the support 
received through social 
networks to develop events 
outside of the Victor Harbor 
area too and I’ll be keen 
to progress these in coming 
months.

“The format for the events 
will be flexible and different 
to create variety and 
increase opportunities to 
gain from the experience 
of being involved.  Events 
will be adjusted according 
to the feedback I receive.

More next page

The WiB Regional Network is born ...
Zoe Cavanagh-King, Tania Heaslip, Angie Hooper and Mel Maschio were among the 50 women who attended the inaugural 

Rosemary Killip Women in Business Action Lunch & Learn at McCracken in September.

The formation of the Women in Business Regional Network was 
prompted from feedback received during a women in business 
function in Victor Harbor in September initiated by New Zealand 

entrepreneur Rosemary Killip.
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From previous page
“In a nutshell, the success 

of the organisation will 
depend on my ability to 
deliver programs that 
continue to attract interest 
from women in business in 
regional areas.  
“I’ll be very much reliant on 
gaining quality and regular 
feedback from members 
and others to ensure 
programs are tailored to suit 
these needs and desires.”
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Kylie Callanan, Taryn Richardson & Olivia Knott at the launch 
luncheon at the Hotel Victor.

Ellie McMahon from Christies Beach caught up with Marlena 
Bloomfield and Leanne Farr of Victor Harbor at the launch.

Deb De Cure, Karen Dutton and Paquita Scott shared a table at 
the Women in Business Regional Network launch.

Gloria Hill, Rommie Corso, Zoe Cavanagh-King with Jade Martin 
and Sandy Andrews at back were at the launch lunch at the 

Hotel Victor.

Anna Sprigg Stanley, Stephanie Altus and Michelle Lihou were 
among the ladies to support the inaugural luncheon.

Marcia Evans, Kristy Martin and Peta Evans from Strathalbyn 
enjoyed networking with Victor Harbor’s Josephine Christmas 

(seated at left).

Foundation membership is being 
offered to 
the first 100 

members at a 
cost of $80 per 
year.  

Foundation 
members will 
always be entitled 
to a discounted 
membership fee while they remain 
financial members.

Membership applications forms can 
be completed online on the website 
www.wibnetwork.com.au or by 
emailing network@wibnetwork.com.au 
or you can phone Carolyn Jeffrey on 
0435 432 203.

Through the lens at the launch

Joining the networkOpportunities 
for women in 
business was raised at the launch to 

aid the McGrath Foundation’s 
cause - providing breast 

care nurses

$35

NEXT LUNCHEON
Monday, 20 Nov

Victor Harbor Yacht Club
eventbrite.com.au



ENCOURAGING: Rosie Killip (left) encourages Encounter Bay 
businesswoman Sandy Andrew to tell the crowd at the Women in 
Business Lunch & Learn about her weight loss business venture.

NETWORKING: Kirsten Pitman, Nichole Parnell and Narelle Leitch 
take part in a networking exercise during the Women in Business 
Lunch & Learn at Victor Harbor in September.  The next event on 
November 8 will focus on marketing.

Spend a bit of time 
with New Zealand 
entrepreneur Rosemary 

“Rosie” Killip and you’ll soon 
realise she’s a no-nonsense 
lady who holds no punches 
when it comes to giving 
advice and providing a 
good kick in the pants 
if that’s what’s needed 
to get a business person 
moving again.

And that’s what you’d 
expect from someone 
who has spent most of 
her career in the male-
dominated building trade 
as a trainer, facilitator and 
educator with a focus and 
passion for safety within the 
industry.

And so, with this passion 
for delivering messages 
to help business people, 
Rosie helped give birth 
to the Women in Business 
Regional Network during 
planning for her first Women 
in Business Lunch and Learn 
function in Australia, held at 
McCracken, Victor Harbor 
in September 2017.

After hiring the services 
of local virtual PA Carolyn 
Jeffrey to organise the 
event, Rosie soon started 
to receive feedback from 
attendees that they were 
looking for something 
more to help them in their 
business journey.  And so 
the Women in Business 
Regional Network was born.

Rosie has a love of both 
personal and professional 
development, believing 
that you are never too old 
to take on new learning. 
She has spent over 25 
years providing learning, 
development and business 
advice to all sorts of groups 
from her New Zealand 
base. Rosie’s clients 
have ranged from local 
government, professional 
associations and not-
for-profit organisations, 
women’s and community 
groups.

Married to an Aussie, the 
power couple commute 
across the Tasman Sea 
regularly to spend time 
with each other.  They’re 
also building a home in 
Encounter Bay.

Like a lot of us Rosie 

took the step into being 
an entrepreneur out of 
frustration that she was just 
not achieving what she 
wanted to achieve with her 
employer who happened 
to be in the government 
sector.

Since leaving her job in 
2000 she has founded six 
businesses, three of which 
are still under her control.

Since stepping out on her 
own Rosie has continued 
to deliver training and 
coaching and, through 
one of her three businesses, 
has become a leading 
authority in New Zealand 
on building law.  

She has even written 
her own books and is a 
sought after speaker for 
conferences.

“I see many parallels 
between New Zealand 
and South Australia and 
believe that the future 
jobs, employment and 
economic opportunities are 
going to come from small 
businesses and professionals 
who understand what it 
takes to get into the flow 
and find enjoyment in their 
work,” she said while in 
Victor Harbor.

“And, judging by the 
response I’ve received in 
Victor Harbor, I look back 
to the words of the Dalai 
Lama, ‘The world will be 
saved by the Western 
woman’.  

“I look forward to playing 
a role in making that 
happen.”

Like most women in 
business Rosie has faced 
the struggles of juggling 
small business ownership 
with our other roles of home 
duties and motherhood.

“I worked from home 
around my younger 
daughter’s schedule, 
and also enjoyed not 
commuting to work every 
day into the city,” she 
recalls.

“I’ve always been more a 
night worker, and it suited 
me to work once she was 
in bed or when she was in 
care.  

“It gave me a chance to 
be available for her after 

Straight-talking ‘Kiwi’ breathing

MOTIVATIONAL: New Zealand entrepreneur Rosie Killip is looking 
forward to continuing to assist women in business in Australia to get 
the most from their businesses and their lives.

New Zealand entrepreneur and business coach Rosemary “Rosie” Killip is helping energise women in 
business in South Australia.  Here we find out what’s behind her step across the Tasman.
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new life into Oz businesswomen
school and on holidays.”

A self-confessed 
workaholic, Rosie said 
discipline was necessary to 
ensure her success while 
working from home.

“I learned the discipline of 
being able to shut myself off 
from the dishes, washing, 
household dust and other 
things that could distract 
me,” she said.

“It’s important to tell your 
friends and family that, 
although you may be 
working from home, you 
are not available; you are 
actually working.”

Networking has always 
played a big role in Rosie’s 
life - both professionally and 
socially.

“A lot of my clients have 
become friends over the 
years, and others follow my 
personal life on Facebook, 
or whatever rants I may be 
expressing over LinkedIn.

“This can be a very 
personal intrusion for some 
people, but what I’ve found 
over the last decade and 
a bit is that people like to 
know, trust and get to know 
you better before they 
buy.”

And, even though Rosie is 
adept at using social media 
she is a big fan of the old-
fashioned connections too.

“Even though we’re 
blessed with many 
technological options, 
there’s nothing like the 
personal handshake and a 
look in the eye to make a 
difference,” she said.

Exuding confidence 
no matter whether she’s 
addressing a crowd or a 
more intimate group, few 
would appreciate that the 

label “entrepreneur” has 
not always sat well with 
Rosie.

“I never saw myself 
as a business person, 
and definitely not an 
entrepreneur.

“But, after all these years, 
I still run three of the six 
entities I started.”

With business interests in 
both Australia and New 
Zealand, and contacts 
scattered throughout the 
globe, Rosie’s business is not 
always conducted in the 
traditional sense.

“I’ve been involved 
in both real and virtual 
networks and find both 
essential for not only my 
professional industry life, but 
also for fun and investment.

“Both are a great way to 
meet new clients and to 
give credibility to what I do.

“I prefer a blend of both 
in-person and virtual and 
find both beneficial.”

Her journey as an 
entrepreneur has not 
always been an easy one 
and she has faced many 
of the trials and tribulations 
that most women in 
business face.

“Certainly being self-
employed is a journey in 
personal development,” 
she said.

“So, if you’re not cut out 
for change, for a little bit of 
personal stress, then maybe 
self-employment isn’t for 
you.

“If you’re up for a 
challenge and you like 
things that insist on your 
new learning and agility, 
then this is the game for 
you.”

Lessons to share
•Get a good bookkeeper &/or 
accountant - Get yourself a good 
bookkeeper/accountant and watch 
your cashflow, and someone to 
advise you on tax.  
“It’s important, no matter what 
service or product you provide to 
keep your eye on the numbers.  If 
there isn’t sufficient cashflow, the 
business will flounder.”
•Backup funds - Have enough money in your personal 
account to cover your personal expenses for 2-3 months 
at an absolute minimum.
“There’s nothing like a dose of fear around finance 
to stop you really flourishing in your business.  Have 
a support system in place.  If this business if your only 
source of income then make sure there really is a 
market for your services before you leap off into self-
employment.”
•Get a support person - This can be someone in your 
immediate circle or a professional in the same industry 
or who has experience in this area.
“I have a business coach in a completely different 
country who is an invaluable resource for helping me 
stretch beyond and to give me advice and guidance 
on things I get stuck in.”

COVER PIC: Rosemary Killip proved an inspirational speaker for 
South Australian women in business.  Among the tips she delivered 
was for us all to summon our inner Wonder Woman when dealing 
with tough decisions and tasks, but to also have a pack of tissues 
handy when things didn’t go smoothly, as sometimes happens in 
business.

Rosie’s next Women in Business 
Lunch and Learn will be held at 
McCracken Convention Centre 
on Wednesday, November 8 from 
12.30pm.  

Joining Rosie as speakers will be two 
experts in the online marketing world:

•Adaire Palmer from Social Media 
with Adaire whose mission statement 
is “helping Boomerpreneurs on 

Facebook”; and
•Leanne Isaacson who is known as 

“The Aussie LinkedIn Lady” and has 
the honour of also being referred 
to as Australia’s Most Connected 
LinkedIn Woman.

As well as online marketing, there 
will also be consideration of what 
business people should continue to 
do to market their business “the old-

fashioned way”.
Bookings can be made through 

Eventbrite.com.au.

November Women’s Lunch and Learn to focus on marketing

Adaire Palmer & Leanne Isaacson



If you keep forgetting something 
set an alarm on your phone for 
the interruption at a time when 
you know you can do that task 
immediately.   Michelle Lihou 

Set clear boundaries regarding 
shutting off and work hours, eg, 
after 8pm, I don’t check my 
emails.  Ellie McMahon

Don’t spend wasted time 
sending multiple emails/texts 
when one 10-minute phone 
call will achieve a better result.  
Stephanie Altus

Focus on one thing at a time, 
complete tasks.  Remember: “He 
who chases two rabbits catches 
none.” Taryn Richardson 

Be organised and prepared.  
Paquita Scott 

Make a list at the beginning of 
each day and tick it off as you 
go, starting with the hardest task.  
Sandy Andrew 

Allocate time to concentrate 
on a single task.  If some other 
idea comes up during that time, 
acknowledge it, write it down, but 
get back to the original task.  Zoe 
Cavanagh-King

Prioritise tasks by (1) What is 
urgent and important; (2) what is 
not urgent but important to make 
progress on, (3) what is not urgent, 
not important and then question if 
it’s needed.  If the task is needed 
then make progress. Rommie 
Corso

Work your business four days 
a week and have Monday or 
Fridays off every week for yourself.  
Gives you three days to gather 
thoughts or just to meet up with 
girlfriends of have your hair done.  
Gloria Hill 

Eat that frog.  Do not avoid 
things. Olivia Knott

Keep one day a week free of 
formal appointments.  Use this as 
a catch-up day on outstanding 
matters.  Josephine Christmas 

Allocate time in your day for 
social media so you don’t end 
up down the rabbit hole.  Utilise 
publishing tools.  Peta Evans

Management of a finite resource 
is nearly impossible.  Try to use 
your time wisely and be gentle on 
yourself.  Define your role clearly.  
This helps you set goals.  Develop 
procedures and manuals to 
follow.   Marcia Evans

Give up separating family and 
work on your calendar (Outlook & 
iPhone).  Combine both.  Set up 
alarms 15 minutes before each 
appointment.  Kristy Martin

Don’t focus on balance, focus 
on working with the time you 
have available.  Multi-tasking is 
stressful.  Be mindful of the task at 
hand.  Marcia Evans

Make a list.  Anonymous 
Don’t over-commit yourself.  

Olivia Knott 
Get off Facebook.  Olivia Knott
Make sure you’ve got the right 

people around you.  Delegate.  
Taryn Richardson 

Never start tasks without a 
written list & tackle in order of 
priority.  Olivia Knott 

Record what you achieved that 
wasn’t on your to-do list.  Use this 
for future planning.  Anna Spriggs 
Stanley

Get up an hour or half an hour 
earlier than usual to have me 
quiet time, therefore planning for 
the day; including any mishaps.  
Joanne Lukehurst 

Make a list of everything that 
needs to be done.  Prioritise by (1) 
Deadline, (2) Tasks that can be 
done quickly.  Anonymous

Don’t compromise sleep.  Being 
overtired hinders productivity.  
Anonymous

Don’t dwell on mistakes/
oversights or what you didn’t get 
done yesterday.  Today is another 
day.  Carolyn Jeffrey

Don’t waste time procrastinating 
over tasks you don’t want to 
do.  Bite the bullet and take on 
the hated or feared ones first. 
Anonymous

WiB TIPS - Time Management
Time management was a focus topic at the launch lunch for the Women in Business 
Regional Network.  Here some of the ladies share their tips for getting the seemingly 

impossible achieved with the minimum of stress.
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How much do you know 
about your website and your 
presence on the internet?  If 

my experience of clients recently 
is anything to go by there is a lot 
the average person doesn’t know 
and, although I do websites and 
updates for people, there’s much 
I don’t know either.  It has been 
obvious to me recently that business 
people’s ignorance about their online 
investments can prove costly.  

The following are just some 
examples of how people I’ve come in 
contact with have been caught and 
also some suggestions for how you 
can help protect and take control of 
your online asset.

Don’t ignore website 
registration renewals:

A friend woke up one day to a 
call from Google informing her their 
website was soliciting money and 
was covered in an Asian language.  
I initially thought the site had been 
hacked but, alas, it had just not been 
renewed on time (just one day late).  
In that short time another person had 
registered it and had a site operating 
from it.  The only solution was to 
remove all references online linking 
the local business to that website 
address … and, of course, registration 
of another site.  They will now need 
to have their site rebuilt from scratch.  
The original had been built by them.

The lesson - make sure you know 
when your domain name and your 

web hosting is up for renewal and 
RENEW IT IMMEDIATELY.  

Who controls your domain 
name and website?

A client just faced a predicament 
that they wanted to transfer their 
website to another operator as they 
were unhappy with their current 
provider.

Delays resulted when it was 
discovered that the registration 
details for the website had not been 
kept up to date.  The web provider 
had changed hands and had failed 
to update the registration details to 
reflect a new registrant and tech 
support contact.

Many people don’t know who owns 
and therefore controls their domain, 
yet they can often have thousands of 
dollars invested in their website and, 
for some businesses, the website is the 
only way they do business.

If you have a business take a 
moment to carry out a check of your 
domain registration.

Follow this link https://www.whois.
com.au/domains/.

Enter your domain name.
If it says “this domain name is not 

available” select “VIEW DETAILS”.
You will then be asked to type 

letters and numbers from a Captcha 
box.  If you do this correctly you will 

get to the details of your domain 
name.

For you, it should at least show 
you or one of your entities as the 
REGISTRANT.  

Ideally the contact name and 
details for the Registrant should be 
yours (or you should know the person 
listed and that they are an authorised 
registrant).  Ensure your Tech Contact 
Name and Email are also accurate.

These details can take time to get 
changed if they’re not correct so act 
now if you see some anomalies.

You can also find out which 
company your domain name is 
registered with by visiting https://
www.webregistrar.com.au/.

Keep a relationship with 
website provider/host

It’s too easy to have a website 
set up and then leave it untouched 
for months or even years.  Problems 
arise if the web provider (1) sells the 
business to someone else and you do 
not know who to contact if there is a 
problem; (2) goes bust and you lose 
all your online investment.

I was recently called upon to help 
rescue a local business when their 
website developer had become 
uncontactable or unable to assist 
them.  Their site had been either 
hacked or their website developer 
had failed to keep accounts up 
to date, including forwarding 
accounts to the business whose 
website was being hosted.  Imagine 
their horror when they clicked on 
their domain only to see words like 
“Account suspended.  Contact 
your administrator for accounting 
and security issue.”  Not only did this 
cast aspersions on the business, but 
they no longer had an online shop 
window.

The lesson here is to ensure you 
program regular contact with your 
website host/developer, even if it’s 
simply an email to touch base or a 
phone call.  At least you will know you 
can contact someone in case of a 
problem.

We will cover more issues in the next 
edition.

*Carolyn Jeffrey is the principal of CJ’s 
Business Solutions.  

Halloween may have just been marked, but here CAROLYN JEFFREY* shares some scary 
stories and some great lessons about how to ensure the investment in your website is not 

lost through technical ignorance or a “set and forget” attitude.

Scary stories of website hell

AT A GLANCE
n Check your domain name 
registration company by visiting 
https://www.webregistrar.com.au/.
n Check your registration details by 
visiting https://www.whois.com.au/
domains/.
n Domain: This is your website 
address
n Hosting: This is where your 
website is physically held.  In order 
to have a website you need a 
domain and also hosting.  These 
may be provided by the same 
company.
n Domain and hosting usually 
needs to be renewed annually or 
biennially.  Sometimes businesses 
pay monthly for their domain and 
hosting.
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Lisa Jamieson likens her 
business The Boulevard 
Café at Victor Harbor to 

a cross between hospitality 
and being a carer … and 
as one of her customers 
drops off a can of biscuits 
to say “thanks” it’s easy to 
see why.

Lisa and husband, Chris 
Roberts, may have been 
business owners for only 20 
months, but already they 
have made their mark on 
the Victor Harbor hospitality 
industry and changed the 
fortunes of the lakeside 
café.

I felt very fortunate to 
have sat with Lisa for over 
an hour as it’s clear she’s 
a busy person.  Not only 
does she run the café, but 
she’s also a mother of two 
toddlers and a teenager 
and, as if that’s not enough 
on her plate, she also 
works at a local aged care 
facility.

The husband and wife 
team is not your usual 
arrangement either.  For, 
although Chris is a chef by 
trade, he is a fly in fly out 
tyre fitter at Roxby Downs 
too, working on a week on, 
week off basis.  The aim is 
that one day Chris may be 
able to join the business 
fulltime in the future.

As a workaholic myself, 
and often finding there’s 
not enough hours in the 
day, I’m curious to know 
how she juggles and copes 
with so many things.

“Denial and 
stubbornness,” she says are 
the things that keep her 
going.

“I look forward briefly and 
plan and then don’t look 
too far ahead.

“I’m a lists person,” she 
says pointing to her well-
worn diary.

In terms of their children 
the couple utilise daycare 
as little as possible and 
are supported by a family 
friend and a babysitter.  
With Chris’s work, rosters are 

tweaked to ensure as much 
family time as possible is 
included.

“We are trying for a better 
work-life balance.  Quality 
of time spent together is 
more important than the 
amount of time.”

She is also very grateful 
to her staff who provide 
her with a great deal of 
support, not just as staff 
working in the business, 
but in offering her personal 
support, particularly when 
Chris is away or when 
it seems things are just 
getting a bit much.

“I’m very upfront with 
staff.  And they will let me 
know if they think I need to 
take a break and go home.

“They know I will have 
their back first.

“If there’s anything I need 
to deal with in relation to 
staff, it will be dealt with 
behind closed doors, not in 
front of customers.”

Her recruitment process 
relies heavily on first 
impressions.

“We get a lot of walk-
ins and I look at how 
they approach and how 
they speak, whether they 
maintain eye contact,” Lisa 
shares.

“For us we don’t 
necessarily need a full skill 
set, we need personality.

“I’ve learned it’s important 
to identify the staff’s limits 
and be okay with that.

“One of the best pieces 
of advice I’ve received is 
to stop expecting more of 
people than what they are 
capable of giving.

“For us, one of the most 
important things is that they 
can treat the customers as 
if they’re family.”

Before taking on the 
Encounter Bay business 
Lisa had accumulated 
over 15 years’ experience 
in different management 
roles in the hospitality, 
administration and 
accounting areas.  She 
met Chris while working 
at Roxby Downs where, 
among other roles, she was 
the fixed assets and project 
accountant for BHP.  

“I thought: I’m not 
doing this for someone 
else anymore.  I’m sick of 
building up businesses for 
someone else and putting 
my heart and soul into it,” 
Lisa tells of her reasons for 
going into business.

“I thought Victor Harbor 
had enough sustainability 

and we wanted to put 
everything we had into our 
own business.”

Lisa holds a Certificate 
IV in Finance and, now, 
having to prepare monthly 
BAS and quarterly PAYG 
reports, as well as manage 
the business, she’s grateful 
for that background and 
training.

The couple visited friends 
on Hindmarsh Island eight 
years ago and fell in love 
with the place, determined 
to eventually move to the 
region, which they did in 
2014.

It was then that Lisa took 
her first step into aged 
care, not only helping care 
for a dying father, but also 
working at a local nursing 
home.  

She also started a small 
food preparation business 
from home, Bikkies & 
Bites, selling products at 
markets and various outlets, 
including The Boulevard 
Café, which put her in 
touch with former café 
owners Ian and Di Sherrah.

The plan then evolved 
that Lisa and Chris would 
aim to take over the 
business in April 2018, but a 
range of circumstances 

Lisa’s “breaking all the rules” in
Relative newcomer to business ownership Lisa Jamieson speaks with Carolyn Jeffrey about the secrets to 

the successful revival of  the Encounter Bay cafe and how she juggles so many tasks in her life.

FINALIST: Lisa Jamieson is proud that The Boulevard Cafe on the Lake was a finalist in the Beyond Bank 
Victor Harbor Outstanding Business Awards after they’ve owned the business for only 20 months.  Next 
to the award is a selection of the biscuits she prepares as Bikkies & Bites.
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revitalising a Victor Harbor cafe
changed that timeline and 
the takeover occurred 
officially on 1 February 
2016.

“I remember getting the 
call from Di and Ian in 
October 2015 when my 
father had just died,” Lisa 
recalls.

“Although the timing 
wasn’t right, I thought, 
“How do you say ‘no’ to a 
place that’s fully licensed 
with so much potential?”.

“I often think my dad 
gave it a little push as he 
went.”

Thanks to help from 
Chris’s family, the couple 
were able to purchase 
the business and have not 
looked back.

When you ask Lisa 
what the secret is to the 
successful revival of the 
café she proudly says she 
“breaks all the rules” when 
it comes to the traditional 
hospitality industry.   There’s 
usually no paying extra 
for changing items on the 
menu, for instance.  People 
can ask for items that 
aren’t even on the menu 
and if they can make it 
they will.

“Sometimes the reward is 
bigger than money,” she 
said.

And the relationship with 
customers has been a key 
factor too.

Lisa tells stories of 
organising chef Simon 
Howell to make a Dutch 
casserole because a 
regular customer had a 
visitor from Holland; this 
is the source of the tin of 
biscuits delivered during our 
interview.

They’ve even sourced 
and prepared lamb’s brains 
for a terminally-ill woman in 
a local nursing home and 
organised for meals to be 

sent home to customers 
too.  

And, if you’re a regular 
and haven’t been seen in 
the café for a while, don’t 
be surprised if you get a 
phone call or a visit too to 
check on your welfare.

Each year a 
complimentary “family” 
barbecue is held for their 
customers.  Last year it 
was attended by over 70 
people and this year’s 

is expected to be even 
bigger.

Local organisations and 
causes have been big 
beneficiaries with over 
$5000 being raised by the 
café in the past 20 months.  
This figure doesn’t include 
the countless donations of 
vouchers and food that 
have been made, just the 
fundraising that has been 
initiated by Lisa and her 
team.

Her passion for everything 
local is also a key aspect 
of the business.  The café 
is also an outlet for a wide 
range of local products 
and local artwork.

Lisa is very grateful for the 
strength and balance of 
her and Chris’s relationship 
to have made the venture 
a success.

“He has been very 
supportive.  He knows that 
if I put something forward 
I’ve given it loads of 
thought and worked out 
things before I’ve put it to 
him,” she said.

Whilst acknowledging 
she is fairly new to business 
ownership, Lisa has gained 
some insights that may 
come in handy for others.

• Don’t be afraid to 
change the rules.

• Be true to yourself.
• Have the right staff and 

make sure they share your 
vision.

SUPPORTIVE:  Lisa Jamieson is very grateful to husband Chris Roberts 
for helping to make their dream of owning their own business a 
reality.  She’s looking forward to the day when he can quit his fly in, 
fly out role to join the business fulltime.

Lessons I’ve learned so far
• Don’t be afraid to change the rules.
• Be true to yourself.
• Have the right staff 
• Make sure the staff share your vision.

Reminders
Here’s some reminders for the next couple 
of months for your business.  Have you 
thought about these?
• SMOKE ALARMS: With the start of daylight 
saving ... did you change the batteries in 
your smoke alarms?  If not do that now or 
organise an electrician for the job if your 
alarms are hardwired.

• CHRISTMAS PARTY: Christmas isn’t too far 
away.  Have you booked your staff/client 
Christmas party or organised special gifts/
cards for clients?  If not, don’t leave it too 
late.

• CLOSURE: If you close for the Christmas 
period have you organised staff leave, 
advised customers/suppliers and 
organised for websites/social media posts 
to indicate your closing times and days?

What do you want to hear about?
The Women in Business 

Regional Network is there to 
serve businesswomen and 

managers in country areas.

Tell us what you’d like featured at a coming 
Women in Business Regional Network 

function.
Send your feedback via a message to our 
Facebook page @wibregionalnetwork, via 
email to network@wibnetwork.com.au or 

call Carolyn on 0435 432 203.
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n MEMBERS DIRECTORY

CJ’s Business Solutions
Victor Harbor
Ph 0435 432 203
E: cj@cjsbusinesssolutions.com.au
W: cjsbusinesssolutions.com.au
Owner: Carolyn Jeffrey
Services: Websites, marketing, virtual PA services, 
professional writing, business consulting.

MARKETING

Goolwa Conveyancing
‘Bank Chambers”, 
8 Cadell Street, Goolwa
Ph 8555 3007
E: admin@goolwa-conveyancing.com.au
W: www.goolwa-conveyancing.com.au
Owner: Michelle Lihou
Services: Property conveyancing

CONVEYANCING

Your Tech Supported
Victor Harbor
Ph 0402 269 894
E: zoe@yourtechsupported.com.au
Owner: Zoe Cavanagh-King
Services: Tech solutions and technology training

COMPUTER SUPPORT
The Fairy Port
Goolwa
Facebook:
@thefairyport
Owner: Deb De Cure
Services: Fairy/unicorn garden 
kits, gifts and accessories.  Also stocks 
dinosaurs, Lego people and more.

ART/CRAFT SUPPLIES

We encourage the support of financial members 
of the Women in Business Regional Network.

For details of how to become a member and to 
feature your business in this directory visit our 

website www.wibnetwork.com.au.

By Carolyn Jeffrey

Are you one of these women in 
business who has passwords 
stored in a notebook in your 

top drawer?  Perhaps you’ve got 
them all on a document that’s on a 
flash drive attached to your keys or, 
maybe worse, they’re on sticky notes 
surrounding your computer screen? 
Or, do you have just one username 
and password for everything? If so, 
then consider investing in one of the 
many apps available to keep your 
passwords safe.

There is a range of apps available 
including:

• Last Pass
• Keeper 
• Dash Lane
• Log Me Once
• 1Password
• Password Bits
They essentially work in much the 

same way.  For me, I use 1Password.
Why use an app?  The reasons are 

simple:
• It’s a safe option for keeping 

passwords in the one place;
• You can be mobile with them 

(and don’t have to have your book, 
sticky notes or flash drive with you);

• If you have a lot of passwords, it’s 
much quicker to find the passwords;

• It’s easy to record any password 
changes you make;

• It can store your old passwords in 
case you need to reset and quote a 
past password;

• The apps usually recommend 
whether or not the password needs 
strengthening; and

• You only need to remember just 
one password.

For 1Password, if you already have 
a whole lot of passwords, you can 
easily import them into the app 
through an easy Excel document.

It gives you the option of revealing 
the password (so you can type it into 
another device or app manually) or 
you can simply copy the password 
and paste it into where it’s required.

The website and app closes down 
after a very short period without use.

There are a couple of down sides:
• You have to pay for it;
• If you clear your internet 

browsing history you are at risk of 
losing your Master Key which is the 
only way you’ll be able to access 
your account.  This can easily be 
overcome by ensuring it’s on multiple 
devices eg your computer and your 
phone.

The app can be used on both 
Android and Mac.

Price: From $US2.99 per month for 
one person or $US4.99 for five people.

More info: Find out more by visiting 
www.1password.com.

NB: Reviews are conducted based on 
personal experience only and are not an 
endorsement of the product.  The writer is 
not a technical expert in the field.  You are 
advised to do your own research before 
downloading any app, program or files 
from websites.

Keeping your passwords safe


